Brown, while lost with a large score, was sharply contested by Tech., our team being at a great disadvantage in point of weight. Repeated gains were made through the line but the team was not able to keep the pace long enough to score. When Brown's showing against the big colleges is considered, our defeat is not to be wondered at. As all the team, with the exception of Capt. Jouett, will probably return next year, the prospects for a winning team then are excellent.

The Architectural Society has long followed a custom which is, in many ways, worthy of imitation by the other professional societies at Tech. It is the holding of social gatherings at frequent intervals during the term such as the recent French dinner. It is a custom which brings the men together in a way most unlike the every-day meeting in the class and lecture room. It is a force acting against the tendency to work along in a rut, in that it makes the men feel that there is something in their work at Tech. other than a constant, solitary grind.

Such gatherings soon bring a man to the realization that the men he is working with are something more than fellow-students. He finds that they are good fellows and, as a result, an intercourse springs up which does much toward refining the work of all.

In view of the fact that such excellent results have been attained by one society in this way, it seems but fair to suppose that similar professional societies might derive great benefit from the scheme. The one thing to be avoided, however, is the degeneration of such a society into a mere eating club.

Any of the men at Tech. do not appreciate the advantages we have in the departmental libraries and the various exhibition rooms. In this connection, the attention of students in general is called to the work now on exhibition in the Architectural Department on the fourth floor of Engineering B. Professor Despradelle has brought with him from Paris copies of the working drawings of the Bridge of Alexander III., one of the features of the Exposition of 1900. An elevation of the bridge is shown which extends along half the wall of the room. It was designed by Bernard and Cousin, the famous architects of Paris. This excellent combination of the useful with the beautiful should be seen by all the students who are working for a broad education.

C. H. and L., 21; M. I. T., 1903, o.

On November 7th the Freshman eleven was defeated by Cambridge High and Latin School 21-0. Although lack of practice and injuries to three regular players may account in some degree for the poor showing, 1903 failed to put up as strong a game as was expected. The defensive work was much better than the offensive. The tackles by Parker were one of the features of the game. As this was the first game of the season, however, there is still time for a brace, and the game should be looked upon not so much in the light of a defeat but as an opportunity to size up the men and to strengthen the weak points.

Not So Warm.

1st Shade (In Hades): Would n't that frost you?
2nd Shade: I hope so. What is it?
1st Shade: There’s a Boston girl over there wrapped in a blanket.—Ex,